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Introduction 



This class shows how after you create an electrical design in 

Autodesk® AutoCAD® Utility Design software, you also need to create 

a single-line circuit design using dynamic blocks and linetypes to 

provide visual connectivity for utility crews to use while installing the 

equipment associated with the design. A single-line drawing provides 

the best detail in the energizing/installation process at the equipment 

level and shows connectivity all the way back to the substation. When 

an overhead pole is designed with TV/telephone/primary/secondary, 

you can create the service risers attached to the pole using riser details 

and dynamically place them in the model space design. These features 

save time by enabling crews to know in which quadrant the customer or 

crews are to install the risers. 

Class summary 



At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Create a detailed network of connectivity at the equipment level, applying 

it to the real-world installation. 

 Draft primary cable linetypes to underground and overhead equipment, 

placing crucial symbols and text to further the rendering. 

 Place riser details showing the quadrants of underground conduit/cables 

for high and low voltage utilities attached to a pole. 

 Use dynamic blocks in AutoCAD Utility Design to add more detail to the 

electrical network for customer and utility crews. 

 

Key learning objectives 



Create a detailed network of connectivity 

at the equipment level, applying it to the 

real-world installation 



The GDT solution at SCE is a custom solution built on 

Autodesk Utility Design 2009 that provides design, 

engineering analysis and automated material ordering of 

Transmission and Distribution designs. 

 

It contains modules for Voltage Drop & Flicker, Multi 

Planar Pulling Tension, Single Line, Riser Detail and 

many other SCE specific add-on solutions. 

 

Geographic Design Tool (GDT) Overview 



Single Line 

 Module that allows for a Single 

Line Diagram of the Model Space 

design. 

 Represents OH/UG equipment to 

be installed. 

 Used by SCE field crews for 

installation and connectivity 



 Defines specific placement of 

underground duct on an OH pole. 

 Allows for placement of additional 

risers and third party attachments. 

Riser Detail 



Draft primary cable linetypes to 

underground and overhead equipment, 

placing crucial symbols and text to further 

the rendering 



 After planners and designers draft a design and all 

engineering and material ordering has been approved, 

they develop a Single Line Diagram for the design.  

 Detailed dynamic blocks and linetypes to represent the 

real world connectivity of the features. 

Single Line Solution Details 



 The Single Line solution is accessed from a set of 

custom palettes that categorize the blocks and 

linetypes into meaningful groupings. 

 A custom insertion command was developed to allow 

for suppression of attribute prompting and instead open 

the Attribute Editor, as well as to proper scale. 

Single Line Solution Details Continued 



Single Line Demo 



Place riser details showing the quadrants 

of underground conduit/cables for high 

and low voltage utilities attached to a pole 



 For overhead designs that contain riser poles, the 

Riser Detail solution allows planners and designers to 

show the physical representation of SCE and third 

party attachments. 

 Riser Details are also used to identify climbing space 

on poles to allow for crews to climb poles safely.  

Riser Detail Solution Details 



 Solution uses a custom palette consisting of thirteen of 

the most commonly used riser details.  

 The Riser Detail blocks contain dynamic properties that 

allow it to be modified to represent real world locations 

on that pole. 

 The solution uses the same custom insert command as 

Single Line to deal with attribute prompt suppression 

and scaling. 

 

Riser Detail Solution Details - Continued 



Riser Detail Demo 



Use dynamic blocks in AutoCAD Utility 

Design to add more detail to the electrical 

network for customer and utility crews 



 Dynamic Block definitions contain elements that add 

flexibility and intelligence to a blocks geometry. 

 They contain two additional items a standard block 

does not, parameters and actions. 

 Parameters – define the features of the geometry that are to be 

changed. 

 Actions – define the modification that acts on the parameter.  

AutoCAD Dynamic Blocks 



 When inserted, the block geometry can be manipulated 

through defined grips and properties.  

AutoCAD Dynamic Blocks 



Dynamic Block Creation 

Demo 



Q&A 
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